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1 Introduction 

Structural vibrations are of special interest in a wide range of engineering applications. They produce 
noise in their surroundings or lead to a reduction of the product lifetime. 
In order to predict these vibrations realistically using structural simulation techniques, a detailed 
knowledge of the excitation load is necessary. This can be achieved by a preceding simulation of the 
load-generating physical processes.  
By a mapping procedure, these excitations are transferred to the structural mesh. As vibration analyses 
are performed in the frequency domain, complex scalars or vectors have to be supported.  
 

2 Steady State Analyses 

The linear equations of motion 
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describe the transient displacement T:P; Ð 9á

�of a J-degree of freedom system (e.g. finite element 
model) loaded by a force B:P; Ð 9á [1].  
In many problems the steady state solution of the equations is sought, i.e. without consideration of the 
initial phase of attack. The linearity of the equations allows to examine the responses to the single 
harmonic frequency components of the force. Superposing all the single responses leads to the 
response to the total force. 
So, in order to formulate this mathematically, let B be a harmonic force of frequency �  

B:P; L > ® �g:�ç>#; L >�g# ® �g:�ç; L B� ® �g:�ç; 
Due to the linearity, the structure responds in the same frequency 

T:P; L = ® �g:�ç>�; L =�g� ® �g:�ç; L Tä ® �g:�ç; 
Inserting both equations into the equations of motion leads to a linear complex system of equations 
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where Täá B� Ð 'á represent the complex amplitudes of the displacement resp. force oscillations. By 
(XOHU¶V�IRUPXOD��WKH\�FDQ�EH�UHIRUPXODWHG�DV�PDJQLWXGH�DQG�SKDVH�ODJ�RI�WKH�RVFLOODWLRQ�DW�IUHTXHQF\��� 
In this way, the equations of motion are transferred into the frequency domain. In steady state analyses, 
they are solved independently for each frequency component. The loading and the response is given in 
terms of complex frequency spectra. 
 

3 Electro-Magnetic Induced Vibrations in E-Motors 

In e-motors, the rotation of the electro-magnetic (EM) field induces periodically repeating forces which 
excite vibrations of the structure. The vibrations are transmitted to the motor housing and emit noise in 
the surrounding air.  
 
A transient EM simulation with ,QIRO\WLFD¶V�MagNet is performed for the 4-pole-24-slots electro motor 
shown in Fig. 1(a). The electro-magnetic forces evolving during one period (one quarter turn) are 
calculated, cf. Fig. 1(b). 
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(a) CFD section (b) FEM section (c) Comparison of CFD and 
FEM position in row 2 

Fig. 6: Different section shapes and positions of the periodic models of row 2 
  
 

 
  

(a) Displacement (b) Stress 
Fig. 7: Displacement and stress magnitudes in row 2 loaded  

by the third pressure harmonic 
 

5 Conclusions 

The simulation data mapping tool MpCCI FSIMapper has been extended to support structural NVH 
analyses. It offers the Fourier transformation for transient data and the mapping of harmonic data. It 
enables the possibility to map between geometrically different periodic sections of a model under 
consideratLRQ�RI�WKH�GDWD¶V�SKDVH-shift periodicity. 
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